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S.A.W on Facebook
Some of you are aware that the club has a Facebook page and at present we have some
34 members, but that leaves an awful lot of you that are not part of it. Now I/we know that
many of you don't participate in things computer related and that's fine, obviously, and we
understand why. It's the "didn't knows" this is aimed at. David Bracken created the Group
on 31 January 2010 and yes he is still a member. You do need a Facebook account to join
us, but if you have one already it's easy. We are a "Secret Group" in other words only our
club members can join, and we can only be seen by our members that have signed up for
it. Once in Facebook just do a search for Surrey Association of Woodturners and then click
"Join" then I as an administrator can check your eligibility i.e. are you a SAW member? If
so then I will notify you. The advantages being, you can post pictures of your work, ask
questions, see what other members are up to, we can let you know of sudden changes,
maybe you have a woodturning tool you need help with, or one to swap or even sell (within
reason). If you need help in setting up a Facebook account let me know and I will do my
best to talk you through it.
Colin Spain
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Mike’s Meditations from the lathe Chapter 2
How do I describe myself? I am now a retired chemical engineer having worked in the oil
industry since 1967 and through the early days of the North Sea to final retirement in 2016. I
have seen many changes including and rightly so, a big change in attitude towards health and
safety and the environment. Yes the oil industry was mucho macho on safety and an
experienced oil man could be identified by their inability to count to 10 on their two hands.
Woodturning was my retirement gift. Hopefully, over the next few years, I can become as good
a turner as many of our members by learning from you and at the same time, passing on
some of the lessons I have learned.
In the last 10 years, one concept that has served me well in carrying out technical and HSE
audits around the world is the concept of “barriers” In some of the major oil disasters with high
loss of life and huge costs, barriers had been ignored, were not in place or not maintained.
Bizarrely, many of these are obvious ones. Some of the most likely hazards we face when
woodturning are electricity, dust, dropped object/ projectile, fire and sharp tools (yes they
should be sharp). I will address each of these from our practical view point over the next few
additions of the newsletter. Geoffrey Laycock has written several excellent articles on safety in
the Woodturning Magazine. If you have given them a miss, please try to read them.
Some say a wise man learns from his mistakes. Better still, we should say that a wise man
learns from the mistakes of others and a fool learns from his own mistakes. If you have had a
near miss or have seen, read or heard of a near miss or an accident or have found a U Tube
clip please let me know. I intend to have a safety corner in each of the newsletters and will
anonymize such feedback. While working, I was lucky enough to visit a woodturning club in
Dallas Texas. They started each meeting 15 minutes before the beginning of the
demonstration with a safety moment and a stupid moment. It was quite enlightening and what
was most important, the members had the courage and wisdom to stand up and give a brief
outline of what had happened. Nobody gave that stupid fool look or looked complacently and
think that would not happen to me.
So for a start, here is my near miss. Three years into my life as an amateur woodturner, I
mounted a very large rough punky piece of spalted wood between centres to rough out a
spigot and round off the wood. Of course it was way off balance so I did a quick repositioning
of the screw chuck, ring centre and started again. I had a catch, the wood slipped, the off
balance wobble increased and the speed controller fell off. I stepped to one side (safe) picked
up the speed control and while watching the log, thought I had turned the speed down. Guess
what- the speed controller went back on upside down and instead of dropping the speed, I
increased the speed and the wobble got worse. I ducked through the line of fire and turned off
the power at the wall. Yes a near miss potential head injury or worse. I should have looked at
the speed control while it was still relatively safe to make sure it was the right way up and hit
the stop button. Better still would have been to mount the blank on a face plate and remounted
the blank as many times as necessary to get the least off balance position. In rethinking this I
will also look at fitting some stronger magnets to the controller to prevent it falling off in the first
place. Missing barriers; faceplate, stronger magnets, human thinking (yes we are the weakest
link). I did have a full face guard with bump protection but even this may not have saved my
good looks!
At the March meeting we gave a cheque for £325 to the Phyllis Tuckwell Hospice, a charity
that provides an excellent service to our community. A big thank you to Charli Quay Barnham
for giving up her evening to attend. Charli was fascinated by our demonstrator and the work
we do. Many of us support our local charities/ national charities and this work goes unsung. If
you would like to let me know what charities you support through woodturning activities we will
include an article in the newsletter.
Mike Spaven
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Surrey Association of Woodturners
C/O Mike Spaven
22 March 2019
Dear Mike and all at Surrey Woodturners
Thank you so much all members for raising a wonderful £325.00 for Phyllis Tuckwell through your Christmas
fundraising. It was great to be able to come over and meet the members as well as watch the professional
woodturner – very, very interesting!
In context your donation of £325 could help pay for ten patients to have a massage or other complementary
treatment to help ease anxiety, pain or other uncomfortable symptoms; thank you.
As I mentioned on the night, in 2019 Phyllis Tuckwell celebrates our 40th anniversary and when our founders
first discussed establishing the Hospice back in 1979, the local community was vital in helping raise the
£250,000 which was needed; your fundraising, compassion and dedication is just as essential now, 40 years
later.
Over those 40 years, residents, supporters, companies and organisations within West Surrey and North East
Hampshire have supported Phyllis Tuckwell in so many ways and as only 20% of our costs are covered by the
NHS/Government, quite simply without you we would not be here.
Thank you once again to the whole club for all their support and we wish all your members well,
Yours sincerely,

Charli Quay-Barnham
Community Fundraising Manager
01252 729446
charli.quay-barnham@pth.org.uk
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Gregory Moreton - March Club Night
Greg Moreton is a familiar turner to SAW having demonstrated 3 years ago. He started
woodturning professionally in 1991 and was invited to join the Register of Professional
Turners in 1996. He enjoys turning unique pieces from predominantly UK sourced timber. He
focuses on the natural grain in the wood to develop
its natural beauty in the pieces of work.
Greg introduced the first of 2 pieces: a multi part
natural edge box from a piece of yew. The natural
edge of the box will be in the centre of the log blank.
The wood is held between centres and turned at
both ends. Greg noted yew becomes more brittle as
it dries and the bark can separate so use eye and
even face protection. He used a bowl gouge for
initial turning to round as it is more effective with out
of balance/ round than a roughing gouge. When
and as the wood is rounded increase the speed to
minimise juddering.
In the photo right you can see the natural edge in the
centre of the log and the lid and box underside being
developed. Two spigots are then cut and finished to size
with a parting tool. The spigot should be as small as
possible to provide room to work when cutting the
underside of the box and should be in solid wood (beware
of inclusions in the wood). The box is intended to have a
small delicate base.

After cutting the spigots the box base end is
mounted in the chuck. The bowl gouge is used to
partially shape the top surface of the box base
through to solid wood and the lid portion is cut to
size. A parting tool is used to cut at an angle into
the lid cylinder ensuring the kerf is widened to
prevent grabbing.

Greg showed how to maintain the angle of the
gouge and using wrist rotation to control the cut
thickness. This technique is also used when
sharpening gouges. As the gouge will be cutting
against the grain when hollowing the box base, the
tool needs to be sharp and small cuts are made
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A small lid location flange is developed.
Greg’s design choice is a delicate angle
cut with a spindle gouge. The bowl of the
box is shallow as the deeper box looks out
of balance. The natural edge area can
now be sanded by hand and the inner part
with the lathe turning. Try to keep the
edge of the flange well defined.

The outer part of the box is now turned. Again the bowl gouge is used for stabilty. Wood is
gradually removed from the natual edge down but start some 8 mm from the edge leaving the
bulk of the wood towards the chuck in place. Gradually remove wood from below the natural
edge aiming for a constant walll thickness. Make an allowance for the flange on the inside .
When the edge is turned to your desired thickness sand the edge part by hand. Continue
turning the lower part of the box and the pedestal. Turning this area helps if you are left
handed or can turn left handed. Gregs advice is to practice when you can turn left handed
you never know when this will come in handy.
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Greg rechecked the lid section of wood and dished the end grain face. He was looking for a
good shape flatter than a hemisphere. On completion of the dome shape, he checked the fit of
the lid to the base. He was looking for a loose fit (lift the lid with 2 fingers) Once a reasonable
fit had been achieved, the bulk of the wood from the edge towards the spigot was removed
maintaining an even wall thickness. The outer edge / lip was softened, with sandpaper.
A 7 to 9 mm hole was drilled through the piece for holding the finial and button. The lathe
speed was turned down for the drilling and turned off to withdraw the drill bit. Be aware that
the final hole may be larger than the drill bit. The inside would normally be sanded and
finished
The lid was then finished on the outside by jamming the lid between a live centre and a leather
covered plate. Greg has a wooden tapered plug that fits over a live centre allowing a cut close
to the centre. Care should be taken parting off. Again the outside should be sanded and
sealed
The planned design of the 2 part finial is based on a contrasting timber the outer part being
delicately tapered and the inside as a secret to be revealed on opening the box. Remember to
undercut the finial down to the tenon. The tenon is cut to the exact hole size (not drill bit size)
and parted off about 3 mm long. This leaves a space for the inner finial button to be fitted.
Take a second piece of timber or the remains of the first piece and turn as desired. Finish and
part off.

Fence Post Bowl
Gregs final piece is based on an old oak fence post. He belives men like big and chunky while
ladies prefer delicate items. He cut a piece af post so that it had 2 wings about 1 inch thich
and wide and the centre portion square . two holes for screws were drilled into each wing. A
face plate ring was monted to a board just longer the longest section section with the wings.
This mounting board had been rounded on the end and covered with gaffer tape to prevent
injury from the pine board ends. After the centre was marked on the bowl side the wood was
centred on the backing board and screwed into place.
The bowl centre was cut to shape leaving
a centre edge of naturallly aged wood.
Gregs standard bowl gouge has a 45 deg
angle and has a secondary bevel to allow
the gouge to cut round tighter corners.. A
second gouge with a 55/60 degree bevel is
used to cut the bottom of the bowl section
when the body of the 45 deg gouge
interferes with the bowl edge.
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After cutting the bowl, it is finished to
320 grit with a sanding arbour, sealed
and waxed. The block is then
demounted and the natural surfaces
are cleaned with a wire bush by hand.
Subsequent clean up uses 2 Draper
rotary brushes used in both directions
with the grain( use a dust mask for
this stage) folled by webrax .The
wings are removed and the sawn
surfaces are sanded, ( do not use
wire wool as strands get caught in the
grooves also wire wool reacts with
tannin in the oak.
To finish the bowl Greg uses diluted sanding sealer. After the sealer is applied wipe off
excess with a lint free cloth. Wax is applied with a tooth brush and finishd off with a rotary
nylon rotary brush.
By Mike Spaven

I found this on Facebook and thought it may interest someone.
The joys, not done any turning for a while, I was looking forward to trying out the
Turnmaster set a crimbo present from the other half, only to find that my lathe inverter is
playing up. Strange, it was fine 8 months ago; I checked everything then pop out comes
smoke from the inverter. Just found out that my new I phone frequency whilst on WiFi was
trying to communicate with the inverter and stopping it from running and blown the circuit
board. I never even thought this was possible.
Just goes to show that modern technology is all well and good but can throw a spanner in
the works occasionally.
Colin Spain Editors note: this is no one I know and certainly not in this club therefore
cannot verify its authenticity but have no reason to doubt it.
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Resurrection of a Christmas Angel
or
The Dangers of Lighted Candles at Christmas
By M J Martin
24/02/2019

Figure 3 Fire Damaged
Angel

Figure 1 Angel
Resurrected

Figure 2 Looking Down on
Resurrected Angel

At the beginning of January I received an e-mail from my friend Jennie who had received a
request for help via the SAW (Surrey Association of Woodturners) and Jennie had thought I
might help as it required someone who had some skill at turning small wooden objects. The
request was from a lady who had a treasured Christmas ornament that was formerly her
mother’s and this ornament had suffered some fire damage. Figure 1.
I understand that it is illegal to sell wooden candle holders that do not have metal inserts to
provide protection and prevent the candle stick from catching fire should it be lighted and left
unattended and burn down too far. This Angel does have protective brass inserts but clearly
they failed to provide complete protection and the lady is lucky she spotted the fire before it
got out of control.
As can be seen it is a Christmas Angel holding two candles. The candle holder on the left in
the picture has caught fire and burnt away.
Could it be repaired?
I do not normally do commissioned work but as this object had great sentimental value I
agreed to see what I could do. So I contacted her and she supplied more detailed
photographs of the ornament and the fire damage.
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Yes I could make a replacement candle holder.
As she lived some distance from me she decided to send it to me
via courier, I gave her my address details and a parcel duly
arrived. However; when I opened it I found that both arms and
one wing had become detached. Figure 4.
There was no obvious external damage to the package and the
ornament had been well wrapped in bubble wrap. I think the
damage was probably due to another parcel falling onto it and
because the glue was old and had dried out it was probably
brittle and would not have required a great deal of pressure to
fail.
Figure 4 Angel damaged
by Delivery People

I examined the failed glue joints and there was very little or no damage to the wood. It
appeared that it had been the glue not the wood that had failed. Figure 5. I contacted the lady
and made her aware of the problem. I reassured her that
I could reassemble it.
However I would need to
remove the old glue to
do a good job. I tested
the glue with a wet paint
brush and was relieved
to find that it was water
soluble and could be
removed with a damp
paintbrush / tooth brush.
Figure 5 Showing Old Glue
to Be Removed

Then using a small scraper I removed any remaining
roughness in the area of the joint. Figure 6.

Figure 6 Showing
Glue Removed

The next step was to reassemble the Angel. I first glued on the wing then the arms, one by
one giving plenty of time for the glue to dry.
At this point it was clear that the remaining candle holder had also suffered some charring but
had not caught fire so did not need to be replaced. But it could be refurbished with a new coat
of paint or left as it was as a reminder of what might happen if left unattended. The lady
agreed that it should be left as a war wound and reminder to be more careful in future.
I have not come across a supplier of brass inserts that match the
one remaining so I used my metal working lathe to turn one from a
piece of brass rod. Figure 7.
The wood for the body is probably a high quality pine from Bavaria
and nothing like the cheap stuff sold in B&Q. It had also changed
colour to some extent due to age and is probably more
yellow/orange than it was originally. The wood for the candle holder
however looks a little different and I thought it looked more like
beech or possibly boxwood. I have some beech which looked to be
a reasonable match. Taking measurements from the remaining Figure 7 New Brass
Insert
candle holder I turned up a copy.
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Then while still on the lath (Figure 8) I finished it using
melamine lacquer and acrylic paint to match the
remaining candle holder.

Figure 8 Candle Holder and Hand
turned ready for Painting

I then parted it off and drilled a hole to take a 4mm spigot, inserted the brass cup and attached
it to the Angels arm. Figure 9.

Figure 9 Painted and
Brass Insert Half Way In

In anticipation of returning it via the tender care of a courier I
cut-up some surplus MDF and polystyrene sheet to create a
box. This should be strong enough to hold and protect the
angel against couriers or small elephants.
One Angel resurrected and waiting to be returned to her
owner ready for next year’s festivities. Figures 2, 3 and 10.
By Mel Martin

Figure 10 Boxed and Ready to
Go Home

A reminder from your Secretary.
As in the case above occasionally the club gets requests from the public for help in
renovating or creating a turned item. Some years ago the club set up a list of
members who would be interested in helping out. If you would like to be
considered for this please give Jennie Starbuck a call (contact details at back of
newsletter). Your details will not be given out without your consent.
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Ed Oliver 8th February 2019
Ed was a fun demonstrator, kept us entertained and showed several different cutting
and colouring techniques.
The first bit of advice Ed gave was about colouring. He explained that some turners
thought by using colour they could hide poor finishing. However, this is not the case, colouring
will enhance poor finishing.
Coloured Rim
Ed turned a 10” x 2” sycamore blank. He used a
screw chuck to attach it to the head stock. While most
turners would not use the tail stock to support a bowl
blank, Ed advised that he used the tail stock to support his
work whenever he could. Not only does it support the
blank, but when turning bowls it will mark the true centre
when reversing the bowl. It also helps if you have
forgotten to tighten the chuck and will give you more time
to get out of the way. Ed uses a long grind on his bowl
gouge, losing some bevel rubbing, but making the gouge
more versatile.
With regard to the speed Ed turns at, he advises that if the speed is slow, turn slow and
as the speeds increase, you can increase the speed of your cuts. Alongside this, turn at the
speed you feel most comfortable with. When increasing the speed, look for vibration.
Sometimes you can go past the vibration by increasing the speed, but if the blank is not
balanced stick with the lower speeds until you can increase the speed without vibration.
When turning the handle always follows the cutting edge, keep the handle down and then lift
to cut. The tool does not leave your side and it’s the body that moves and not the tool. Once
the blank is in the round and is balanced, you are able to turn the speed up allowing you to cut
quicker.
Ed stopped the lathe to enable him to move the tool rest (good practice) and proceed to
face off the bottom of the blank. He started to face off (using a pull cut), approximately where
the spigot would be. Ed also used a push cut and finished roughly where the foot of the bowl
was going to be. After finishing the face off, Ed moved the tool rest to enable him to begin to
shape the bottom of the bowl. Starting with small cuts Ed rounded the corner of the blank,
moving the tool rest in as more wood is turned away. Once Ed had the edge rounded he
began to take out the bulk of the wood, bringing the gouge towards himself, to create an ogee
shape. Whilst he is doing this, Ed is pushing the gouge into the wood to burnish it, but not
pushing too hard, as this would damage the fibres. For the final cut, Ed was able to use the
long grind on his bowl gouge as a scraper, by twisting the gouge and bringing the wing up to
the wood very lightly. Get used to watching the horizon, which enables you to see where the
ridges are, so you turn them away by presenting the gouge lightly. If there is still torn grain
after this approach, cover it with sanding sealer, let it dry and then retool it.
Ed explained that the internal measurement of his chuck is 42mm, so he set his Vernier
to 46mm to create the spigot. Safety point - Presenting the Vernier to the wood, he explained
that you use the left fork to scribe the wood and keep the right fork well away from the wood. If
you don’t the Vernier will catch in the wood and catapult away. Whilst there are many tools
that can create the spigot Ed prefers to use a skew. Keep the skew parallel to the head stock,
push forward to cut up to your spigot line. In order to get the correct angle for the spigot, Ed
moves the handle slightly away from the headstock to create a shallower angle for the spigot.
His jaws are 6o, so he moves the handle 84o away from the headstock.
Turning the bowl over: If you are not comfortable creating spigots, leave the screw
chuck in, attach it to the chuck via the spigot, move to one side and check if the bowl is
running true. If not, reverse it and re-turn until the bowl runs true. Try not to screw the bowl
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back onto the screw chuck, as it will eventually be too loose on the screw chuck to turn.
Before hollowing the bowl out, ensure that you have removed the “elbow stabber”, as Ed
called it (revolving centre) from the tailstock. Ed needed to turn the bottom of the bowl again to
true it up, using a slicing cut.
Once the bowl was true, Ed flattened the rim; because that was the part he was going
to decorate. He then continued to gently move towards the middle, to have a flat surface. As
the piece of wood was not playing ball, Ed sanded the
rim using an inertia sander. Normally, Ed would sand
through to 600 grit for colouring the bowl, but he didn’t
want to bore us with sanding, also just sanding with 80
grit will demonstrate why you need to have a perfect
finish for colouring. To create a base for his colouring,
Ed used Chestnut ebonizing spray. The centre of the
bowl was left in and would be turned away after
colouring. The bowl was given to the audience, in order
to demonstrate the sanding lines showing through the
ebonizing.
Ed brought out his “Blue Peter” bowl and attached it
to the lathe. He then protected the lathe with paper towel.
The product Ed demonstrated next was interference paint
from Golden Artist Colours, as the pigment is light tested
for 100 years. Struggling to get the tops off, Ed told us that
you should wipe the top of the tubes off, so they are easy
to open the next time you use them! Place a small amount
on your finger (Ed didn’t use gloves, but you can if you
don’t like being messy) and mix, it has white in it and as you mix the colour comes through.
Slowly dab it onto the surface of the bowl. If putting this onto black – sprayed or burnt – the
colour shows through more than the pearlescent. If you are adding it over wood or white, the
pearlescent shows through more than the colour. By not mixing the colours thoroughly you
can use the white left to add a “smoke” effect. For a more intense colour put the paint on
thicker. In order to create texture, you can mix the acrylics with Zinc Mixing Medium. It is
very thick and can be applied with a palette knife or a skew.
Build the colour up until you are happy with the effect. Ed normally puts on one coat of
different colours and then, leaving the piece in the chuck, leaves it overnight. He explained
that he has several chucks, so anytime he wants to take a piece off the lathe; it stays in the
chuck, due to the fact that it never goes back into the chuck the same way. He walks past the
piece several time in a week and will sometimes decide to add a bit more of one colour. He
will keep building the colour until he decides he is content with the effect. If, however, he feels
he has gone too far, then the advantage of being a woodturner is that you can turn it away and
start again. Ed took a fine cut to get rid of the black centre. He the sanded to 240 grit and then
took the dust away with a tack cloth. Ed then put on Yorkshire Grit with a paper towel, rubbed
it in and then turned on the lathe. Keep turning your piece of towel until there is no residue
coming off. After this Ed rubbed on some Hampshire Sheen, until the finger pull test and then
turned on the lathe to polish. Repeat to give it a
second coat.
By adding colour to the rim of your bowls can
open up your appeal at craft fairs to people who are
drawn to colour, as well as those draw to natural
wood.
To make your bowl stand out from other
coloured rims, frame it by adding a bead near the
outside edge. Take a small spindle gouge and
present the back to the rim and upright, until it’s
gently rubbing, lift your hand and turn it anti12

clockwise. Repeat by presenting the back of the gouge to the centre of the bead, lift your hand
and turn it clockwise. If you want to further frame it, you can add a second bead near the
inside edge. Finish the beads by coating with wax.
Embellishing Wax
Ed had turned an ash pot prior to his visit. After sanding to 600 grit, you need to take a
brass brush and rub it over the grain to roughen up the soft grain. Rub in the embellishing wax
with the grain. Turn the lathe on and work the wax in. You can enhance the embellishment by
scorching the pot with a blow torch first.
Removing the Spigot
Ed demonstrated two ways to remove the spigot. The first was to use a friction plate,
which Ed had made. It consisted of a piece of wood with a face plate attached. He explained
that he’d tried a spigot, but with constant use the spigot wore out. On the front of the disk, Ed
had glued on a non-slip router mat. This needs to be replaced every so often.

Attach the friction plate to the lathe, put a live centre in the tail stock and bring this up towards
the head stock. Put the bowl onto the friction plate and secure with the live centre. This is
where Ed’s advice about using the tail stock to start the bowl comes in handy, as the live
centre can now be lined up with that original marked centre. This method is good for bowls
without a painted rim.
The second method is to use a Longworth Chuck. Ed demonstrated how to use this
particular chuck. Put the chuck on top of the bowl with all the wing nuts loose. Turn the centre
disc until all the nuts are touching the edge of the bowl. Tighten a few of the wing nuts and
then attach to the chuck. This set will fit a standard 2” chuck regardless of make. Tighten all
using an Allen key and the wing nuts. There are videos on YouTube and drawings on the
internet if you want to make your own. Turn of spigot with very fine cuts and with the speed at
no more than 600rpm.
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Torn Grain
Ed speed turned another bowl leaving some tor
grain. He explained that his scrapers are sharpened at
90o. Then presenting the scraper on the level he already
had the bevel rubbing, To cut Ed lifted his hand and
began scraping very gently, with no pressure,
manipulating the scraper back and forth producing fine
shavings. Ed showed the scrapers he used for teaching
and explained that you should avoid using the areas
that are not shaded black, as these are the dangers
areas and are likely to end up with a catch.

Scrapers need to be kept sharp and once you have used them they need to be sharpened.
Colouring the inside of a bowl
Another Blue Peter bowl. This time Ed coloured the inside of the bowl and left the rim as
natural wood.
Hampshire Sheen Intrinsic colours – water based, ready mixed colours
Liberon Concentrated colours – water based, to be mixed to your own shades
Spirit Based Dyes – dry quicker than water based
When using water based dyes, it’s best to wet the wood first to raise the grain, let it dry and
then add the dye. Ed usually has a colour scheme in mind when starting a colouring project.
Using paper towel choose a base colour and cover the inside of the bowl. Sand back,
starting with 400 grit and go back through the grits until you’re happy with the cover – 320 grit
will remove more colour than 400 grit. Add the next colour,
blend in, repeat until all areas are covered and sand again. Ed
explained that you can mix, for example Hampshire Sheen
and Liberon, for a wider range of colours. He then added
some green and red acrylic colours.
At this point, I for one was worried where this was going and
I’m sure I wasn’t the only one!
Ed continued to sand after each colour addition, this time
using 600 grit. Ensure that you leave each coat to dry, so that
the paint isn’t dragged. Finally Ed used screwed up paper to
dab on white, he mentioned the speckled effect of
impressionists. You can also use natural sponges, screwed
up cling film or bubble wrap. The white blended the colours
and brought the piece together. Next he turned away the
colours that had bled onto the rim. Sand the rim and then take
dust off with tack cloth. Rub in Yorkshire grit into the rim and
polish up. Once dry you can put sanding sealer on the inside
and finish it with either a gloss or satin lacquer.
The finished bowl
Julia Hammond
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Workshop Day 17th February
Tutors for the day were Colin Spain, David Stratton, John Sherwood, and Richard Davies.
Students were Stephen Evans, John Creasey, Paul Sternberg, John Mathisen, John Trillwood,
David Wright and Larry Clark.
Also present was Colin Rowe who was there specifically to
concentrate on P.A.T. testing lathes and any other portable
equipment that will be used at our demonstrations throughout
the year. Needless to say we had a steady stream of visitors
throughout the day keeping Colin Rowe busy testing upwards
of 30 items.
Unusually we also seem to have managed to sign up a couple
of new members during the day.
Although student numbers were down on other workshops
this was no bad thing as at least 3 of our tutors were
unavailable to take part this time. If you are actively turning
and are stuck on a method or tool that you need help with then this is the day for you, we will
do our best to belay fears of a given tool, give you hands on tuition of face plate, spindle,
hollowing, pen making, thread chasing, etc. And don’t forget we also run a mentoring scheme.

Colin
Just a few words of thanks for the workshop. I felt I was learning all through the day. We all
learned from the others, almost by osmosis, there is so much talent in the presenters it would
be difficult to not learn. Even the basics of tea and coffee being provided all help to make the
day a pleasant and productive workshop. I would recommend it to anyone of the beginners
group or even the more experienced ones who want to progress in more areas. Been in the
workshop today applying what I learned so thank you.
Regards Larry
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Princes Mead 2nd March
This show now feels like a well worn pair of
slippers nice and comfy, we first attended here
October 2007, since then we have moved to a
dedicated area at the front by the main doors,
they even upgraded the electrics for us so the
fuses wouldn’t trip when the lathes were turned
on. They really have made us welcome over the
years, long may it carry on.
Demonstrating and sales this time were - Max
Bennett, Mike Bennett, Jim Gaines, and Duncan
Clark.
Selling and stewarding – Phil Wolsoncroft, and
me Colin Spain.
I sold one of my favourite bowls, a very nice piece of burr walnut shallow bowl, I’m a bit sorry it
has gone, but needs must. I had made 8 door stops a few days prior to the demo, I thought

that maybe I would sell a couple, low and
behold sold the lot, wish I had made more
now. Phil always does well with his quite
“rustic” bowls He certainly gets hold of some
lovely wood. I think we all went away pleased
with the day
As always there was a lot of interest in the
club although we didn’t have our banners with
us, these had been mislaid, but people came
and asked who we were, and we didn’t have
any leaflets so had to resort to writing our
club details on bits of paper, still they went
away happy.
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You meet allsorts at these shows and it is lovely
to talk to people about what you do and explain
how things are done. I was approached by two
different people offering trees that had been cut
down, unfortunately neither were suitable due to
either rot or splitting as it had been left too long.
I would urge our members to come and give
these demonstrations a go either as a steward or
as a demonstrator. It is really worthwhile, and as
a bonus you get to sell some of your turnings.
By Colin Spain

Honey Fungus – Be warned
The club was recently offered an apple tree that had to be taken down due to Honey fungus;
needless to say it was declined.
As wood turners we often get approached and offered trees that are no longer needed. They
think they are doing us a good turn and sometimes this is the case, if it’s a nice piece of wood
it saves the owner money in disposing of said tree and helps us. Be warned though as there is
a killer about in the form of Honey Fungus, there are very few woody plants that are immune
to this disease. If you bring an infected tree on to your property it could very easily infect other
plants/trees.
As spores can live on in the timber for many years and can jump back to life on contact with
water, and as about 90% of every blank ends up as shavings and dust which we can then
tramp into our gardens it seems to me to be a risk that is not worth taking.
If you have Honey Fungus on your property remove sources of infection. Remove as much of
the infected root system, stem/trunk material and associated soil as possible. Do not compost
this, dispose of it by landfill or burning. It is important to note that if trees are affected; cutting
them down to stumps will not remove the source of infection as the fungus can gain nutrients
from dead wood and roots for many years.
Identifying - Honey fungus spreads underground, attacking and killing the roots of perennial
plants and then decaying the dead wood. It is the most destructive fungal disease in UK
gardens.
The most characteristic symptom of Honey fungus is white fungal growth between the bark
and wood usually at ground level. Clumps of honey coloured toadstools sometimes appear
briefly on infected stumps in autumn.
Below ground - Dead and decaying roots, with sheets of white fungus material
(mycelium) between bark and wood, smelling strongly of mushrooms. This can often be
detected at the collar region at ground level, and rarely spreads up the trunk under the bark for
about 1m (3¼ft). This is the most characteristic symptom to confirm diagnosis.
Source of information - https://www.rhs.org.uk/advice/profile?PID=180#section-2
So please check and if you are unsure it’s safer to decline the offer.
By Colin Spain
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